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W E ’ R E  H E R E  F O R  T H E  G R A F T
For the frost bitten winter days.

With nothing to show for months and months.
For effort rewarded by a bond with the land. 

Family and friendships united by sweat, toil and trust.
Paying forward from dawn ’til dark.  

Born in New Zealand in 1994. Bringing warmth,  

comfort, durability and functionality to the world.

P E R F O R M A N C E .  B U I L T  T O U G H . 



MEN’S RANGE



Monsoon Classic JacketMonsoon Classic Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN:  TEAK, TEAK, DIRT CAMODIRT CAMO

Rugged waterproof smock built for the 
harshest, wettest weather.

Built for long, hard days in relentlessly wet 
weather, our Monsoon Classic Jacket is the 

perfect choice for working outdoors — all year 
round. Totally waterproof, highly breathable 

and completely silent, it offers protection, 
durability and comfort.

_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable jacket 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 
construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm-
flap   |   Hip zips   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak 

and chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two 
large external hand pockets   |   Drawcord adjustable 

waist   |   Extra-long scooped back for protection
Velcro-adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL
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Evolution Dynamic JacketEvolution Dynamic Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: HEATHER BROWN HEATHER BROWN

Lightweight, durable and compressible, the 
perfect waterproof jacket for active use.

Designed for stalking, hunting and hillwalk-
ing, our Evolution Dynamic Jacket is a high-

tech waterproof hard shell jacket designed to 
offer reliable protection over long, wet days 

in remote moorland and mountain loca-
tions. It features a 3-layer construction with 
a durable polyester face fabric laminated to 
a waterproof membrane and a hardwearing 
inner scrim — meaning it’s the perfect choice 

for active use in the harshest conditions.
_

Lightweight and durable waterproof shell jacket
Hydrostatic Head: 15,000mm   |  Moisture Vapour 

Transmission Rate: 10,000g/m2/24hrs   |  100% polyester 
face fabric   |  Large adjustable hood   |  Wired peak

Two fleece-lined chest pockets   |  Two fleece-lined hand 
pockets   |  Zipped arm pocket with internal elasticated 

ammunition loops   |  High friction shoulder dots 
Underarm ventilation zips   |  Adjustable, elasticated 

waist drawcord   |  Waterproof pocket zips throughout  
Easy-grab zip pullers throughout   |  Velcro-adjustable cuffs. 

_

Sizes: XS-5XL
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Torrent III JacketTorrent III Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE, TEAK, NAVY OLIVE, TEAK, NAVY

Serious protection, sensible price.

Our hugely popular Torrent III Jacket offers 
complete protection — at a down-to-earth, 
no-nonsense price. This classic field jacket 
is 100% waterproof, completely windproof, 

highly breathable and totally silent.
_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable field jacket 
2-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
Brushed polyester outer   |   Polyester tricot lining   |   Silent 

fabric   |   Large, adjustable, zip-off hood   |   Wired peak
Adjustable neck collar   |   Full length two-way front zip-

Storm flaps   |   Two chest, hand warmer pockets   |   Front 
cargo pockets with side entry   |   Large zipped pocket  

under storm flap   |   Two zipped internal pockets
Internal waist adjuster   |   Hem adjuster 

Velcro-adjustable cuffs.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL
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Sovereign Field CoatSovereign Field Coat
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE DRAB OLIVE DRAB

Technical, functional and durable  
— the country classic.

Designed for sporting, agricultural and 
everyday use, our popular Sovereign Field 
Jacket is a rugged, durable country classic. 
Totally waterproof, completely windproof 

and reassuringly warm, it’s the perfect do-it-
all winter jacket for colder weather. 

_

Warm, waterproof and breathable field coat   |   2-layer 
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Moisture 
Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000 g/m2/24hrs   |   Rugged 

polyamide outer fabric   |   Insulated lining   |   Soft,  
comfortable inner fabric   |   Adjustable, detachable,  

roll-away hood   |   Two fleece-lined hand warmer  
pockets   |   Two large cartridge pockets with retaining 

straps   |   Pocket draining eyelets   |   Zipped internal wallet 
pocket   |   Zipped internal storage pocket   |   Full-length 

front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm flap   |   Elbow  
reinforcements   |   Internal cuff gaiters   |   Adjustable cuffs. 

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Tempest JacketTempest Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: UNISEX  / UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: FOREST FOREST

Tried-and-tested. Rugged and reliable.

Made from the same tried-and-tested fabric 
as our best-selling Torrent III Jacket, our 

Tempest Jacket is a hard-working waterproof 
jacket for the very worst weather. It’s 100% 

waterproof, highly breathable and  
completely windproof.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable jacket   |   2-layer 
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Brushed 

polyester outer   |   Polyester tricot lining   |   Silent fabric 
Fixed adjustable hood   |   Wired peak   |   Full-length front 

zip   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Zipped kangaroo pocket 
Drawcord adjustable hood.

_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)
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Ascent Softshell JacketAscent Softshell Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: DIRT CAMO DIRT CAMO

Warm, water-resistant and  
wind-resistant jacket.

Our Ascent Soft Shell Jacket is the perfect 
choice for active use in the mountains and 
moorlands of the British Isles. It features a 

rugged polyester outer for superb abrasion  
resistance and durability together with a 

warm, high-wicking grid-fleece inner.
_

Warm, water-resistant, wind-resistant and quick- 
drying jacket   |   Silent fabric Tough polyester outer face

Warm, grid fleece liner   |   Two zipped hand pockets
Zipped external chest pocket   |   Arm pocket

Deep hood   |   High collar.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL
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Ranger JacketRanger Jacket
GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: BLACK/OLIVE BLACK/OLIVE

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Tough enough for work. 
Smart enough for town.

Offering high levels of both water and wind 
resistance, our Ranger Jacket is a rugged, 

durable softshell jacket for work and 
everyday wear. The four-way stretch 

polyester outer is bonded to a windproof 
membrane and a grid fleece inner — which 

offers extra warmth and improved 
breathability.

_

Rugged, wind-resistant and water-resistant softshell 
jacket   |   Four-way stretch outer bonded with windproof 

laminate and grid fleece   |   Tough polyester outer 
Warm gridded fleece inner   |   Two large zipped hand 

pockets   |   Two zipped chest pockets   |   Internal drop-in 
pockets   |   Full-length front zip   |   Easy-grab zip pullers
Gently elasticated cuffs   |   Drawcord adjustable hem.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL
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Monsoon Classic SmockMonsoon Classic Smock

Rugged waterproof, windproof and  
breathable smock.

Built for long, hard days in relentlessly wet 
weather, our Monsoon Classic Smock is the 

perfect choice for working outdoors — all year 
round. Totally waterproof, highly 

breathable and completely silent, it offers 
protection, durability and comfort.

_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable smock 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 

construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened 
stormflap   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak and 

chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two large 
external hand pockets   |   Drawcord adjustable waist

Extra-long scooped back for protection
Velcro-adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: DIRT CAMO,  DIRT CAMO, TEAKTEAK
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Evolution SmockEvolution Smock

Lightweight, durable and compressible, the 
perfect waterproof jacket for active use.

Designed for stalking, hunting and hillwalk-
ing, our Evolution Smock is a high-tech 

waterproof hard shell smock designed to 
offer reliable protection over long, wet days in 
remote moorland and mountain locations. It 

features a 3-layer construction with a durable 
polyester face fabric laminated to a water-
proof membrane and a hardwearing inner 
scrim — meaning it’s the perfect choice for 

active use in the harshest conditions.
_

Lightweight and durable waterproof shell jacket
Hydrostatic Head: 15,000mm   |   Moisture Vapour  

Transmission Rate: 10,000g/m2/24hrs   |   100% polyester 
face fabric   |   Large adjustable hood   |   Wired peak

Large chest pocket   |   Two fleece-lined hand pockets
Zipped arm pocket with internal elasticated  

ammunition loops   |   Underarm ventilation zips
Adjustable, elasticated waist drawcord   |   Waterproof 

pocket zips throughout   |   Easy-grab zip pullers  
throughout   |   Velcro-adjustable cuffs 

Internal storm cuffs.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: HEATHER BROWN HEATHER BROWN
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Pintail Explorer II SmockPintail Explorer II Smock

Waterproof, warm and silent.

Our Pintail Explorer II Smock is 100%  
waterproof, completely windproof and totally 
silent — the perfect choice for both field sports 

and agricultural use. It features a large wired 
hood, a front pocket with magnetic closures 

and zipped hand warmer pockets.
_

Waterproof and breathable shell smock   |   Hydrostatic 
Head: 10,000mm   |   Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 

10,000g/m2/24hrs   |   Large adjustable hood   |   Wired 
peak   |   Waterproof zips   |   Chest pocket with magnetic 
closure   |   Zipped hand pockets   |   Ventilating front zip

Two-way side zip   |   Adjustable cuffs.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK
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Tempest SmockTempest Smock

Tried-and-tested. Rugged and reliable.

Made from the same tried-and-tested fabric 
as our best-selling Torrent III Jacket, our 

Tempest Smock is a hard-working waterproof 
smock for the very worst weather. It’s 100% 

waterproof, highly breathable and completely 
windproof.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable smock   |   2-layer 
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Brushed 

polyester outer   |   Polyester tricot lining   |   Silent fabric 
Fixed adjustable hood   |   Wired peak   |   Half-length front 

zip   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Zipped kangaroo pocket 
Drawcord adjustable hood.

_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: UNISEX  / UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Rubra Hybrid SmockRubra Hybrid Smock
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX UNISEX

AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: FIELD OLIVE, TEAK FIELD OLIVE, TEAK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Warm and weather resistant — the  
perfect choice for year-round  

outdoor work.

Our Rubra Hybrid Smock is a warm, 
hard-wearing smock made from a fusion of 
thick polyester fleece and rugged polyester 

softshell. Reinforcements, throughout the 
upper body and hood, offer both wind and 

rain resistance — in combination with a high 
level of breathability and durability.

_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece hooded smock   |   Thick 
340 Pro Southern Star fleece   |   Rugged polyester 

softshell reinforcements   |   Two zipped hand pockets   
Zipped chest pocket   |   Chest cargo pocket   |   Deep 

neck zip   |   Wired, adjustable soft-shell hood   |   Waist 
drawcord   |   Popper-adjustable cuffs   |   Extended back   

|   Easy-grab zip pullers.
_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Bandit Bush SmockBandit Bush Smock
GENDER:GENDER: MEN MEN

AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: FIELD OLIVE, NAVY FIELD OLIVE, NAVY

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

 Warm and weather resistant —  
the perfect choice for year-round 

outdoor work.

Our Bandit Bush Smock is a warm, 
hard-wearing bush smock made from a 

hybrid fusion of thick polyester fleece and 
rugged polyester softshell. The softshell 

reinforcements, throughout the upper body 
and hood, offer both wind and rain  

resistance — in combination with a high 
level of breathability and durability.

_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece hooded bush smock 
  Thick 100% polyester fleece   |   Rugged polyester

softshell reinforcements   |   Two zipped hand pockets   
Two zipped hand pockets   |   Deep neck zip   |   Wired, 
adjustable, softshell hood   |   Velcro-adjustable cuffs

  Hem splits   |   Extended back   |   Roomy, classic fit
 Easy-grab zip pullers.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Malin FleeceMalin Fleece
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX  /   UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

Windproof and water-resistant 
fleece smock.

Warm, windproof and water-resistant, our 
Malin Fleece is one of most popular styles — 
and it’s no surprise. Designed for hard-work-
ing agricultural and field sports profession-

als, it’s made from our winter-worthy 340 
Pro Southern Star fleece. Made up of two 

layers of polyester fleece, with a windproof  
membrane sandwiched between, it offers 

incredible warmth and a high level of  
water-resistance.

_

Windproof and water-resistant fleece smock   |   340 Pro 
Southern Star fleece   |   Windproof and water-resistant 

membrane   |   Deep, wired hood with drawcord  
adjustments   |   Half-zipped front with easy-grab zip 

pullers   |   Two zipped hand-warmer pockets 
Drawcord-adjustable waist   |   Adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Grizzly III SmockGrizzly III Smock

The ultimate fleece for harsh 
winter conditions.

Made from our highly technical Southern Star 
340 Pro fleece, our popular Grizzly III Smock 
is a warm, windproof, water-resistant smock 

for cold, winter conditions.
_

Warm, windproof, fleece smock   |   Southern Star 340 
Pro fleece   |   Water-resistant   |   Volume-adjustable hood 

Wired peak   |   Scooped back for extra protection   |   Front 
neck zip with storm flap   |   Two zipped chest pockets 
Two zipped hand pockets   |   Internal waist drawcord 

Hem drawcord   |   Underarm ventilation eyelets
Velcro-adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: MEN  / MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Grizzly III JacketGrizzly III Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: MEN  /   MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: FOREST FOREST

The ultimate fleece for harsh 
winter conditions.

Made from our highly technical Southern Star 
340 Pro fleece, our popular Grizzly III Smock 
is a warm, windproof, water-resistant smock 

for cold, winter conditions.
_

Warm, windproof, fleece smock   |   Southern Star 340 
Pro fleece   |   Water-resistant   |   Volume-adjustable hood 
Wired peak   |   Scooped back for extra protection   |   Two 

zipped chest pockets   |   Two zipped hand pockets
Internal waist drawcord Hem drawcord   |   Underarm 

ventilation eyelets   |   Velcro-adjustable cuffs. 
_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Igloo II Bush ShirtIgloo II Bush Shirt
GENDER:GENDER: MEN MEN

AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: NAVY/BLACK, OLIVE/BLACK NAVY/BLACK, OLIVE/BLACK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Warm, wind-resistant and hard-wearing 
— the do-it-all fleece bush shirt.

Our Igloo II Bush Shirt is a warm,  
durable fleece pullover designed for hard-
working country professionals. It’s made 

from an advanced, triple layer fabric — thick 
200gsm polyester fleece on the outside with 

a comfortable, high-wicking 140gsm  
polyester inner. Sandwiched between the 
two is a windproof and highly breathable 

technical membrane.
_

Warm, windproof fleece pullover   |   Southern Star 340 
Pro fleece    |   200gsm 100% polyester fleece outer

140gsm 100% polyester fleece inner   |   Windproof lami-
nated membrane layer   |   Weather resistant   |   Roomy, 
comfortable fit   |   Front half-zip   |   High collar   |   Zipped 

chest pocket   |   Popper-fastened chest pocket   |   Under-
arm ventilation eyelets   |   Velcro-fastened cuffs.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Igloo Button Down ShirtIgloo Button Down Shirt
GENDER:GENDER: MEN /  MEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: NAVY, FIELD OLIVE NAVY, FIELD OLIVE

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

The new benchmark in winter 
workwear shirts.

Made from our windproof Southern Star 
340 Pro fleece, the Igloo Button Down Bush 

Shirt is a hardwearing — and super-warm 
— work shirt for cold, winter conditions. 

Offering a high degree of water-resistance, it 
features a cosy high collar and a popper-fas-

tened front placket.
_

Warm, windproof, fleece shirt   |   Southern Star 340 Pro 
fleece   |   Water-resistant   |   High collar   |   Popper- 

fastened front placket   |   Twin chest pockets   |   Two, 
zipped hand warmer pockets   |   Easy-grab zip pullers

Comfortable working fit.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Ripstorm Lite ShirtRipstorm Lite Shirt
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: MEN /  MEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

Windproof and rugged.

The Ripstorm Lite Shirt is based on a  
popular layering garment that is used and 

trusted by military and hunting people alike. 
We have used ripstop outer fabric which is 

windproof and rugged, lined with our  
premium fleece to ensure heat retention 
with comfort then two way side zips will 

allow you to regulate that heat.
_

Ripstop fabric   |   Premium fleece lined   |   Two-way  
side zips   |   Large chest pocket   |   Zipped hand 

warmer pocket    |   Packs away.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Hybrid Fleece JacketHybrid Fleece Jacket
GENDER:GENDER: MEN MEN

AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: NAVY/BLACK, OLIVE/BLACK NAVY/BLACK, OLIVE/BLACK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

 Rugged winter warmth.

Offering warmth and durability, our  
Hybrid Fleece Top combines the insulation 

of our cosy 200gsm Southern Star fleece 
with tough softshell reinforcements on the 
shoulders and chest. A single, zipped chest 

pocket keeps your work or everyday  
essentials safe, secure and close at hand 

whilst two deep, cosy waist pockets warm 
up your hands between jobs.

_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece jacket   |   200gsm  
Southern Star Fleece   |   Rugged polyester softshell  

reinforcements   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Two zipped 
hand pockets   |   Easy-grab zip pullers   |   High collar 

Scooped back   |   Full-length front zip with inner flap
Elasticated, adjustable hem drawcords.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Hybrid Fleece VestHybrid Fleece Vest
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: MEN MEN

AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: NAVY/BLACK, OLIVE/BLACK NAVY/BLACK, OLIVE/BLACK

Keep your core warm — 
and your arms free.

Our new Hybrid Vest is designed to keep 
your body warm whilst offering completely 

unrestricted freedom for your arms and 
shoulders. It’s made from a combination 

of plush, highly insulating polyester fleece 
with rugged softshell reinforcements 

through the chest and shoulders.
_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece vest   |   Thick 100% 
polyester fleece   |   Rugged polyester softshell 

reinforcements   |   Two zipped chest pockets   |   Two 
zipped hand pockets   |   Easy-grab zip pullers   |   High 

collar   |   Scooped back   |   Full-length front zip with 
inner flap   |   Elasticated, adjustable hem drawcords.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Ballistic Fleece HoodieBallistic Fleece Hoodie
GENDER:GENDER: MEN /  MEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

The super-functional alternative to a 
classic cotton hoodie.

Made from our cosy Southern Star 275 
fleece, the Ballistic Hoodie is the perfect 
country pull-on for chilly autumn days.

Lightweight, warm and highly breathable, it 
features a a 1/4 zip front and a large, dou-

ble-thickness hood — thick “boot lace” ties 
cinch it in for extra cosiness.

_

Warm, zipped fleece hoodie   |   Southern Star 275 
fleece   |   Double-thickness hood   |   Thumb loops 

Kangaroo pocket   |   Zipped security pocket 
1/4 zip front.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Norwegian FleeceNorwegian Fleece
GENDER:GENDER: MEN /  MEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Warm, light and highly compressible — 
the perfect insulating mid-layer.

Made from a highly functional polyester 
fleece, our Norwegian Half Zipped Fleece 
is a superb mid-layer for cold conditions.

Teamed up with a base layer and a water-
proof jacket, it’s just the job for working 

outdoors in autumn and winter. Worn alone 
— or over a T-shirt — it’s ideal for milder 

days or everyday wear.
_

Warm, lightweight zip-necked fleece   |   200gsm  
Southern Star Fleece   |   100% polyester   |   Ventilating 

neck zip   |   High collar   |   Lightweight   |   Breathable
Quick drying   |   Contrasting panels   |   Tonal trim

Regular fit.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL
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Tribe HoodieTribe Hoodie
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX UNISEX  /    /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: AUTUMN, GREY AUTUMN, GREY

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Rugged, durable, warm and comfortable 
— the perfect working hoodie.

Made from a soft, comfortable blend of 
cotton and recycled polyester, our new 

Tribe Hoodie is the perfect pull-on for chilly 
mornings or al fresco evening get-togethers. 

Offering the characteristic “New Zealand 
cut”, the Tribe Hoodie features our signature 

scooped back for extra protection — and a 
distinctive agri look.

_

Warm, soft, durable hoodie   |    50% cotton, 50%  
recycled polyester   |   Lightly brushed inner   |   Scooped 

back   |   Double-thickness hood   |   Zipped front zip
Kangaroo pocket   |   Zipped security pocket 

Thumb loops.
_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Kindred HoodieKindred Hoodie
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX /  UNISEX / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: BLUE/BLACK, FIELD OLIVE/BLACK,  BLUE/BLACK, FIELD OLIVE/BLACK, 

AUTUMNAL/FIELD OLIVEAUTUMNAL/FIELD OLIVE

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

The benchmark working hoodie. 

Made from a soft, comfortable blend of 
natural cotton and technical polyester, our 

Kindred Hoodie is the perfect pull-on for 
working and everyday wear. The lightly 

brushed inner traps a bit of air for warmth 
and offers a luxuriously comfortable feel.

_

Cosy, hardwearing hoodie   |   50% cotton, 50% 
polyester   |   Lightly brushed inner   |   Zip collar with 

easy-grab puller   |   Double-thickness hood   |   Lace ties   
Kangaroo pocket   |   Ribbed cuffs   |   Ribbed hem.

_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Pintail Explorer TrousersPintail Explorer Trousers
GENDER:GENDER: MEN  /   MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Waterproof, warm and silent.

Our Pintail Explorer Trousers are 100% wa-
terproof, completely windproof and totally 
silent — they’re the perfect choice for both 

field sports and agricultural work. The 2-lay-
er construction features a brushed polyester 

outer laminated to a technical waterproof/
breathable membrane with a loose lining.

_

Waterproof, windproof and silent   |   2-layer construction
Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Moisture Vapour  
Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs   |   Brushed  

polyester outer   |   Mesh liner   |   Twin cargo pockets
Two zipped hand pockets   |   Deep belt loops.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Granite TrousersGranite Trousers
GENDER:GENDER: MEN  /   MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: BROWN BROWN

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Our most durable waterproof trousers.

Tough enough for the toughest jobs or the 
biggest days on the hill, our Granite Trousers 
are totally waterproof, highly breathable and 

reassuringly durable. They’re made from a 
rugged 480 denier Nylon Oxford fabric with 
a waterproof and breathable laminate and a 
loose mesh liner. The outer face includes a 

highly effective water-repellent finish to max-
imise the breathability of the trousers.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable trousers
2-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs   
480 denier Nylon Oxford outer with water-repellent  
finish   |   Waterproof/breathable membrane   |   Mesh 

lining   |   Two hand pockets   |   Two water-resistant thigh 
pockets   |   Thigh vents with water-resistant zips

Easy-grab zip pullers   |   Ergonomic fit   |   Articulated 
knees   |   Half-elasticated cuffs   |   Zip fly   |   Deep belt loops.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Pintail Classic TrousersPintail Classic Trousers
GENDER:GENDER: MEN  /   MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Waterproof, warm and silent.

Our Pintail Classic Trousers are 100% water-
proof, completely windproof and totally silent 

— the perfect choice for both field sports and 
agricultural work. The 2-layer construction 

features a brushed polyester outer laminated 
to a technical waterproof/breathable 
membrane with a loose mesh lining.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable trousers
2-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate:    |   5,000g/
m2/24hrs   |   Brushed polyester outer   |   Mesh liner

Waterproof/breathable membrane   |   Two zipped hand 
pockets   |   Zipped thigh cargo pocket   |   Deep belt loops.

_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Monsoon Classic TrousersMonsoon Classic Trousers
GENDER:GENDER: MEN  /   MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Tough waterproof workwear pants.

Made from the same rugged waterproof fabric 
as the Monsoon Smocks and Jackets, our 

Monsoon Pants are ideal for those damp days 
around the farm and yard or out in the fields 

on your quad. 
_

Tough, waterproof workwear trousers   |   3-layer  
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Moisture 

Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs   |   Button 
and fly fastening   |   Twin hand pockets   |   Boot zips

Side vents.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Ascent Softshell TrousersAscent Softshell Trousers
GENDER:GENDER: MEN  /   MEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: DIRT CAMO DIRT CAMO

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Warm, water-resistant, wind-resistant, 
quick-drying pants.

Our Ascent Softshell Pants are the ultimate 
wind-resistant, water-resistant, cold-weather 
trousers for hunting, stalking and hillwalking. 

They feature a rugged polyester outer for 
superb abrasion resistance and durability  

together with a warm, high-wicking,  
grid-fleece inner.

_

Warm, water-resistant, wind-resistant and quick-drying 
pants   |   Silent fabric   |   Touch polyester outer face
Warm, grid fleece inner   |   Two large zipped thigh  

pockets   |   Two zipped hand pockets   |   Rugged  
oversized belt button   |   Popper-fastened ankles 

Zipped fly   |   Belt loops.
_

Sizes: XS-5XL

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



WOMEN’S RANGE



Monsoon II Arctic JacketMonsoon II Arctic Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN WOMEN  /    /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK,   TEAK,  

RHUBARB, AUTUMNALRHUBARB, AUTUMNAL

Rugged waterproof smock built for the 
harshest, wettest weather.

Built for long, hard days in relentlessly wet 
weather, our Monsoon II Arctic Jacket is the 

perfect choice for working outdoors — all year 
round. Totally waterproof, highly breathable 

and completely silent, it offers protection, 
durability and comfort.

_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable jacket 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 
construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm-
flap   |   Hip Zips   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak 

and chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two 
large external hand pockets   |   Drawcord adjustable 

waist   |   Extra-long scooped back for protection
Velcro-adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Monsoon II JacketMonsoon II Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: WOMEN  / WOMEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

Rugged waterproof smock built for the 
harshest, wettest weather.

Built for long, hard days in relentlessly wet 
weather, our Monsoon II Jacket is the perfect 
choice for working outdoors — all year round. 

Totally waterproof, highly breathable and 
completely silent, it offers protection,

durability and comfort.
_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable jacket 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 
construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm-
flap   |   Hip Zips   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak 

and chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two 
large external hand pockets   |   Drawcord adjustable 

waist   |   Extra-long scooped back for protection
Velcro-adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Rhea JacketRhea Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN  /   WOMEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

Waterproof, windproof and  
breathable field coat.

Our Rhea Jacket is a comfortable, hard- 
working field coat designed to cope with the 
very worst British weather. It’s 100% water-

proof, highly breathable and completely 
windproof.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable field coat
2-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000 g/m2/24hrs 
Brushed polyester outer   |   Polyester tricot lining   |   Fixed 

hood with wired peak   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Two 
large base pockets with side entry   |   Easy-grab zip  

pullers   |   Drawcord-adjustable hem.
_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Tempest JacketTempest Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: UNISEX  / UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: FOREST FOREST

Tried-and-tested. Rugged and reliable.

Made from the same tried-and-tested fabric 
as our best-selling Torrent III Jacket, our 

Tempest Jacket is a hard-working waterproof 
jacket for the very worst weather. It’s 100% 

waterproof, highly breathable and  
completely windproof.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable jacket   |   2-layer 
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Brushed 

polyester outer   |   Polyester tricot lining   |   Silent fabric 
Fixed adjustable hood   |   Wired peak   |   Full-length front 

zip   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Zipped hand pockets  
Drawcord adjustable hood.

_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Monsoon II Arctic SmockMonsoon II Arctic Smock
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: WOMEN  / WOMEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: TEAK, RHUBARB, AUTUMNAL TEAK, RHUBARB, AUTUMNAL

Rugged waterproof smock built for the 
harshest, wettest weather.

Built for long, hard days in relentlessly wet 
weather, our Monsoon II Smock is the perfect 
choice for working outdoors — all year round. 

Totally waterproof, highly breathable and 
completely silent, it offers protection,

durability and comfort.
_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable smock 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 
construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm-
flap   |   Hip Zips   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak 

and chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two 
large external hand pockets   |   Drawcord adjustable 

waist   |   Extra-long scooped back for protection
Velcro-adjustable cuffs. 

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Monsoon II SmockMonsoon II Smock
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: WOMEN  / WOMEN  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

Rugged waterproof smock built for the 
harshest, wettest weather.

Built for long, hard days in relentlessly wet 
weather, our Monsoon II Smock is the perfect 
choice for working outdoors — all year round. 

Totally waterproof, highly breathable and 
completely silent, it offers protection,  

durability and comfort.
_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable smock 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 
construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm-
flap   |   Hip Zips   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak 

and chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two 
large external hand pockets   |   Drawcord adjustable 

waist   |   Extra-long scooped back for protection
Velcro-adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Tempest SmockTempest Smock

Tried-and-tested. Rugged and reliable.

Made from the same tried-and-tested fabric 
as our best-selling Torrent III Jacket, our 

Tempest Smock is a hard-working waterproof 
smock for the very worst weather. It’s 100% 

waterproof, highly breathable and completely 
windproof.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable smock   |   2-layer 
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Brushed 

polyester outer   |   Polyester tricot lining   |   Silent fabric 
Fixed adjustable hood   |   Wired peak   |   Half-length front 

zip   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Zipped kangaroo pocket 
Drawcord adjustable hood.

_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: UNISEX  / UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Rubra Hybrid SmockRubra Hybrid Smock
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX /  UNISEX / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: FIELD OLIVE, TEAK FIELD OLIVE, TEAK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Warm and weather resistant — the  
perfect choice for year-round  

outdoor work.

Our Rubra Hybrid Smock is a warm, 
hard-wearing smock made from a fusion of 
thick polyester fleece and rugged polyester 

softshell. Reinforcements, throughout the 
upper body and hood, offer both wind and 

rain resistance — in combination with a high 
level of breathability and durability.

_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece hooded smock   |   Thick 
340 Pro Southern Star fleece   |   Rugged polyester 

softshell reinforcements   |   Two zipped hand pockets   
Zipped chest pocket   |   Chest cargo pocket   |   Deep 

neck zip   |   Wired, adjustable soft-shell hood   |   Waist 
drawcord   |   Popper-adjustable cuffs   |   Extended back   

|   Easy-grab zip pullers.
_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Hybrid Fleece VestHybrid Fleece Vest
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN /  WOMEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

Keep your core warm — 
and your arms free.

Our new Hybrid Vest is designed to keep 
your body warm whilst offering completely 

unrestricted freedom for your arms and 
shoulders. It’s made from a combination 

of plush, highly insulating polyester fleece 
with rugged softshell reinforcements 

through the chest and shoulders.
_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece vest   |   Thick 100% 
polyester fleece   |   Rugged polyester softshell 

reinforcements   |   Two zipped chest pockets   |   Two 
zipped hand pockets   |   Easy-grab zip pullers   |   High 

collar   |   Scooped back   |   Full-length front zip with 
inner flap   |   Elasticated, adjustable hem drawcords.

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Malin FleeceMalin Fleece
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX  /   UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

Windproof and water-resistant 
fleece smock.

Warm, windproof and water-resistant, our 
Malin Fleece is one of most popular styles — 
and it’s no surprise. Designed for hard-work-
ing agricultural and field sports profession-

als, it’s made from our winter-worthy 340 
Pro Southern Star fleece. Made up of two 

layers of polyester fleece, with a windproof  
membrane sandwiched between, it offers 

incredible warmth and a high level of  
water-resistance.

_

Windproof and water-resistant fleece smock   |   340 Pro 
Southern Star fleece   |   Windproof and water-resistant 

membrane   |   Deep, wired hood with drawcord  
adjustments   |   Half-zipped front with easy-grab zip 

pullers   |   Two zipped hand-warmer pockets 
Drawcord-adjustable waist   |   Adjustable cuffs.

_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Hinterland FleeceHinterland Fleece
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN /  WOMEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE, RHUBARB OLIVE, RHUBARB

The classic country fleece.

Offering warmth and classic good looks, the 
popular Hinterland Fleece is made from our 

high-quality 275gsm Southern Star fleece. 
Designed in a slightly fitted shape for a  

flattering appearance and a trim, functional fit, 
this super-cosy jacket features two zipped 

hand pockets and a full-length front zip.
_

275gsm Southern Star fleece   |   Two zipped hand  
pockets   |   Full-length front zip with YKK zippers

Lightly fitted shape   |   Easy-grab zip pullers
High collar

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Tribe HoodieTribe Hoodie
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX UNISEX  /    /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: AUTUMN, GREY AUTUMN, GREY

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Rugged, durable, warm and comfortable 
— the perfect working hoodie.

Made from a soft, comfortable blend of 
cotton and recycled polyester, our Tribe 

Hoodie is the perfect pull-on for chilly 
mornings or al fresco evening get-togethers. 

Offering the characteristic “New Zealand 
cut”, the Tribe Hoodie features our signature 

scooped back for extra protection — and a 
distinctive agri look.

_

Warm, soft, durable hoodie   |    50% cotton, 50%  
recycled polyester   |   Lightly brushed inner   |   Scooped 

back   |   Double-thickness hood   |   Zipped front zip
Kangaroo pocket   |   Zipped security pocket 

Thumb loops.
_

Sizes: XXS(08)-5XL(26)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Ballistic Fleece HoodieBallistic Fleece Hoodie
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN /  WOMEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: RHUBARB RHUBARB

The ergonomic choice for the hard-graft-
ing, all-weather agronomist.

Made from a warm polyester fleece, our 
Ballistic Hoodie is a cosy, comfortable 
choice for working outdoors in chilly 

conditions. The high-quality, mid-weight 
275gsm Southern Star Fleece is lightweight, 

quick drying and highly breathable.
_

Warm, lightweight fleece hoodie   |   275gsm Southern 
Star Fleece   |   100% polyester   |   Ventilating neck zip 

Deep, double-thickness hood with bootlace hood ties   
|   Front pouch pocket   |   Zipped security pocket

Lightweight   |   Breathable   |   Quick drying   |   Cuff 
thumb-loops   |   Fitted shape.

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Alpine FleeceAlpine Fleece
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN /  WOMEN / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

Cosy, comfortable and light —  
the perfect insulating mid-layer.

Made from a highly functional polyester 
fleece, our Alpine Fleece is a superb mid-

layer for cold conditions. Teamed up with a 
base layer and a waterproof jacket, it’s just 

the job for working outdoors in autumn and 
winter. Worn alone — or over a light top — it’s 

ideal for milder days or everyday wear.
_

Warm, lightweight zip-necked fleece   |   200gsm 
Southern Star Fleece   |   100% polyester   |   Ventilating 

neck zip   |   High collar   |   Lightweight   |   Breathable
Quick drying   |   Contrasting panels   |   Tonal trim

 Fitted shape.
_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Granite TrousersGranite Trousers
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN  /   WOMEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: BROWN BROWN

Our most durable waterproof trousers.

Tough enough for the toughest jobs or the  
biggest days on the hill, our Granite Trousers are 

totally waterproof, highly breathable and  
reassuringly durable. They’re made from a rugged 
480 denier Nylon Oxford fabric with a waterproof 

and breathable laminate and a loose mesh liner. 
The outer face includes a highly effective  

water-repellent finish to maximise the  
breathability of the trousers.

_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable trousers   |   2-layer  
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Moisture 

Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs   |   480 denier 
Nylon Oxford outer with water-repellent finish   |   Waterproof/

breathable membrane   |   Mesh lining   |   Two hand pockets
Two water-resistant thigh pockets   |   Thigh vents with 

water-resistant zips   |   Easy-grab zip pullers   |   Ergonomic fit  
Articulated knees   |   Half-elasticated cuffs   |   Zip fly 

Deep belt loops.
_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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Pintail Classic TrousersPintail Classic Trousers
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: WOMEN  /   WOMEN  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

Waterproof, warm and silent.

Our Pintail Classic Trousers are 100% waterproof, 
completely windproof and totally silent — the 

perfect choice for both field sports and  
agricultural work. The 2-layer construction 

features a brushed polyester outer laminated to a 
technical waterproof/breathable membrane with 

a loose mesh lining.
_

Waterproof, windproof and breathable trousers   |   2-layer  
construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm   |   Moisture 
Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs   |   Brushed  

polyester outer   |   Mesh liner   |   Waterproof/breathable  
membrane   |   Two zipped hand pockets   |   Zipped thigh  

cargo pockets   |   Deep belt loops.
_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

CATALOGUE    |    2023
email: sales@ridgelineclothing.co.uk    |    0345 099 0252



Leggings. Built tough.

Made from a blend of hardwearing 
Nylon and stretchy Elastane for an 
unbeatable combination of dura-
bility, freedom of movement and 
comfort. The mid-weight 210gsm 

fabric makes them a great base layer 
in winter or, worn alone, perfect for 

spring, summer and autumn. 
_

Hard-wearing stretchy leggings   |   210gm 
Nylon and Spandex blend   |   Twin wallet and 

phone pocket   |   Comfortable high waist
Flat-locked seams   |   Twin needle finish

_

Sizes: XS(08)-3XL(20)

Infinity LeggingsInfinity Leggings
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: LADIES LADIES  /    /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: NAVY,   NAVY,  

BLACK, FOREST, DIRT CAMOBLACK, FOREST, DIRT CAMO

NAVYNAVY

FORESTFOREST
BLACKBLACK

DIRT CAMODIRT CAMO

CATALOGUE    |    2023
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KIDS’ RANGE



Kids’ Monsoon JacketKids’ Monsoon Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX  /   UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

Rugged waterproof smock built for the 
harshest, wettest weather.

It rains just as hard on kids as it does on adults, 
so they need extreme weather protection too. 

This is a no-compromise waterproof, wind-
proof jacket that means your child can stay 

out just as long as you on the worst days.
_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable jacket 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 
construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm-
flap   |   Hip Zips   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak 

and chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two 
large external hand pockets   |   Extra-long scooped back 

for protection   |   Velcro-adjustable cuffs.
_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Monsoon Classic SmockKids’ Monsoon Classic Smock
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER: GENDER: UNISEX  / UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN: AVAILABLE IN: TEAK TEAK

Rugged waterproof smock built for the 
harshest, wettest weather.

Built for long, hard days in relentlessly wet 
weather, our Monsoon II Smock is the perfect 
choice for working outdoors — all year round. 

Totally waterproof, highly breathable and 
completely silent, it offers protection,  

durability and comfort.
_

Rugged waterproof, windproof and breathable smock 
3-layer construction   |   Hydrostatic Head: 10,000mm 

Moisture Vapour Transmission Rate: 5,000g/m2/24hrs 
100% brushed polyester outer fabric   |   Silent, rustle-free 
construction   |   Rugged front zip   |   Stud-fastened storm-
flap   |   Hip Zips   |   Fixed adjustable hood with wired peak 

and chin guard   |   Large external chest pocket   |   Two 
large external hand pockets   |   Extra-long scooped back 

for protection   |   Velcro-adjustable cuffs.
_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Spiker JacketKids’ Spiker Jacket
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX  /   UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

Waterproof and warm.

Our Kids’ Spiker Jacket is a classic field  
jacket designed to be 100% waterproof,  

completely windproof, highly breathable 
and totally silent. It features a big fixed hood 

and two big cargo pockets.
_

100% waterproof   |   Windproof   |   Quiet
Fixed hood   |   Two-way front zips

Velcro-adjustable cuffs
_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Grizzly III Cub Jacket Kids’ Grizzly III Cub Jacket 
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX  /   UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

Just like the grown ups.

Based on the design of our Grizzly III, the 
Kids’ Grizzly III Cub Jacket is a warm, wind-
proof and water-resistant fleece for active, 

hard-working outdoor kids. It’s made from our 
highly technical Southern Star 340 Pro fleece. 

Constructed from two layers of high-quality 
polyester fleece with a technical windproof 

membrane sandwiched between, it’s the 
warmest fleece in our collection.

_

Warm, windproof fleece jacket   |   Southern Star 340 Pro 
fleece   |   Water-resistant   |   Wired peak   |   Scooped back 

for extra protection   |   Full-length front zip   |   Two zipped 
hand pockets   |   Underarm ventilation eyelets

_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Ballistic Fleece HoodieKids’ Ballistic Fleece Hoodie
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX /  UNISEX / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE, RHUBARB OLIVE, RHUBARB

The perfect hoodie for active kids.

Made from top quality Southern Star 280 
polyester fleece our Kids’ Ballistic Hoodie is 

warm, light and really comfy to wear. It’s also 
simplicity itself to wash — just chuck it in the 
machine on a medium heat and hang it out 
to dry. It’ll be ready to go again in no time — 
with no ironing, no careful re-shaping and 

absolutely no fuss.
_

Warm, lightweight kids’ fleece hoodie   |   Southern Star 
280 fleece   |   Double-thickness hood   |   Thumb loops   

Kangaroo pocket   |   Zipped security pocket
1/4 zip front.

_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Tribe HoodieKids’ Tribe Hoodie
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX /  UNISEX / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: TRI COLOUR TRI COLOUR

The perfect hoodie for active kids.

We like to make sure the kids are included 
with the trends here at Ridgeline and the 

new Tribe Hoodie is no exception. The 
longer style and distinctive tri-colour panels 

give this a unique look. Fully loaded with 
features such as a double-lined hood, large 

front pocket with zipped security pouch, 
thumb cuffs and longer back to  

keep you warm. 
_

Double lined hood   |   Distinctive tri-colour styling  
Longer back   |   Front pouch with zipped security 

pocket   |   Thumb cuffs   |   Zipped front   |   Kids style
Classic fit.

_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Hybrid Fleece TopKids’ Hybrid Fleece Top
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX /  UNISEX / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE/BLACK OLIVE/BLACK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

 Rugged winter warmth.

The Kids’ Hybrid Fleece will allow your 
kids to oversee and pick you up on what 

you shouldn’t be doing outside. Exactly the 
same as the adults version with the same 

style and features. We don’t want your kids 
to miss out on life’s most important lessons 
so we have given you the gear to help them 
love the countryside as much as we all do. 

_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece jacket   |   200gsm 
Southern Star Fleece   |   Rugged polyester soft-shell 

reinforcements   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Two zipped 
hand pockets   |   Easy-grab zip pullers   |   High collar 

Scooped back   |   Full-length front zip with inner flap
Elasticated, adjustable hem drawcords.

_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Hybrid Fleece VestKids’ Hybrid Fleece Vest
GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX /  UNISEX / AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE/BLACK OLIVE/BLACK

RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

 Rugged winter warmth.

The Kids’ Hybrid Vest will allow your kids 
to oversee and pick you up on what you 
shouldn’t be doing outside. Exactly the 

same as the adults version with the same 
style and features. We don’t want your kids 
to miss out on life’s most important lessons 
so we have given you the gear to help them 
love the countryside as much as we all do. 

_

Warm, durable hybrid fleece jacket   |   200gsm 
Southern Star Fleece   |   Rugged polyester soft-shell 

reinforcements   |   Zipped chest pocket   |   Two zipped 
hand pockets   |   Easy-grab zip pullers   |   High collar 

Scooped back   |   Full-length front zip with inner flap.
_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Kids’ Spiker TrousersKids’ Spiker Trousers
RIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALANDRIDGELINE OF NEW ZEALAND

GENDER:GENDER: UNISEX  /   UNISEX  /  AVAILABLE IN:AVAILABLE IN: OLIVE OLIVE

Wrap them up in Ridgeline  
- not cotton wool.

Match these with the Spiker Jacket for complete 
weather protection this winter. Keeping your 

kids wrapped up warm and dry on cold, wet days 
means they can become just as  

adventurous as you.
_

Front pockets with storm cover   |   Domed leg pockets with 
storm cover   |   Hydrostatic Head: 8,000mm   |   Weight 800g 

QUIET-TEX™ fabric – soft touch, sturdy and silent 
Windproof   |   Seam sealed  

_

Sizes: 4-14yrs
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Ridgeline is about fitting in, not standing out.
Quietly getting the job done without fuss.  

Save getting dressed-up in poppy colours for 
parades and parties. If you want hard-working 

gear at a fair price we’ve got your back.

WHEN YOU KNOW WHEN YOU KNOW 
THE COUNTRYTHE COUNTRY  

YOU WEAR 
ITS COLOURS



THE RIDGELINE TRADE 
GUARANTEE:  

Ridgeline of New Zealand products are 
designed and manufactured to be as 

durable and functional as possible. If they 
don’t live up to your expectations, we will 

be surprised, disappointed and keen to 
know why. 

On inspection, should we discover a 
design or manufacturing fault, we will 

offer you a replacement, refund or free-of-
charge repair — and that’s a guarantee.
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